Many mathematical models have presented for preventing different diseases such as cancers. But the question often asked is why the suggested models are not effective for all people suffering from a special disease. Researchers have mentioned patients' mental and physical conditions not considered by such models. In this article by consideration of special fuzzy factors, we attempt to present a model which can show the progress and dis-progress of cancer cells with attention to anatomical and physiological conditions of the body.
Introduction
Regarding mathematical modeling scientists, like Adam and Bellomo [1] Preziosi [8] raised significant issues. Considering these issues show that in less than one decade many changes have been made in mathematical modeling specially the interaction between mathematics and medicine. Similar discussions were presented by Chaplain [4] and Bellomo which are noteworthy. Other studies were conducted by Gatenby and Maini [7] in which mathematical symbols in cancer modeling are visible. Application of kinetic theory of mathematic methods for modeling the interaction between tumor cells and immune systems was introduced by Bellomo and Forni [2] . This research was based on the hypothesis of centralized interaction, which means that engagement between cells only happens if pair hub cells are in contact with each other. Another hypothesis was proposed by De Angelis and Mesi which showed the interaction of cells with all other cells. In section 2, we present some basic definitions. In section 3, we propose our fuzzy method to solve a cancer modeling, and conclusions are drawn in section 4. http://www.ispacs.com/journals/jfsva/2016/jfsva-00287/ 
we say that f is generalized Hukuhara differentiable (gH-differentiable) at t 0 . Also
Reference [3] offers a mathematical model and simulation of cancer cells behavior to deal with various factors. These models are presented in the same way for all patients with physiological, anatomic, psychological and environmental conditions. Often patients' situations and their test did not confirm the model in this work we intend to deal with some parameters which are near to reality. The interaction between immune cells and neo plastic and environmental factors, is characterized by a situation and internal microscopic conditions which are completely different for various cells. This microscopic situation is a scalar ũϵ[0, ∞) (triangular fuzzy number) and it shows the progress for cancer cells and defense ability for immune cells and nutrition ability for environmental cells. We show the evolution of distribution function http://www.ispacs.com/journals/jfsva/2016/jfsva-00287/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services with normal distribution (f i = f i (t, u)) on U microscopic situation with mathematic models in which i=1 refers to tumor cells and i=2 refers to immune system and i=3 refers to environmental cells. Mathematical modeling and evolution equation: In this section we probe the interaction between test cells and field cells. These interaction cause a change in cells situation or quantities. The mathematical model is based on the following assumptions: f i is a function with normal distribution W (crisp) U (fuzzy triangular) Assuming that U is a fuzzy number near to zero with membership function 1, φ ik = φ ik (ũ , w) (3.1)
such that its resultant action is
2)  Non-conservative actions are modeled by the function Assuming that U is a fuzzy number but stable near to zero with membership function 1,
(3.4)  A source term can be added to model the inlet from the outer environment into the control volume.
The balance scheme which generates the model is reported in Fig. 1 . Accordingly, the resultant structure of the evolution model, in the absence of inlet from the outer environment, is the following:
In many cases when cancer cells stay next to immune cells, their progress will be low, but the important point which we should note is the extent of weakness of cancer cells progress beside immune cells and vice versa. So with fuzzy match of α ik we can distingush the range of progressing or disprogressing cells. β ik refers to proliferation and destruction interactions. In the model proposed in reference [3] , changes in distribution function are considered as crisp while cells growth depends on the changes in cells situation and depend on their proliferation conditions. However, these changes are all qualitative. Thus, considering changes in the distribution function. We Write the gh-difference for type 1 and 2: 
Conclusion
The problems of non-fuzzy function models that have different results in different patients was resolved by fuzzy models.
